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Adrigo’s ESG framework
- Adrigo is part of East Capital Group and part of its
ESG journey
- Overview of our ESG framework: Our four pillars
- Active ownership and engagement policy
- Pillar I: negative exclusion
- Pillar II: norm-based screening
- Pillar III: ESG integration
- Pillar IV: active ownership
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Adrigo is part of East Capital Group
As such, it is part of East Capital Group’s ESG journey, which started 25 years ago
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Overview of ESG framework – Our four pillars
ESG Pillar 1

ESG Pillar 2

ESG Pillar 3

ESG Pillar 4

Sector exclusions
(negative screening)

Controversy (norm-based)
screening

Proprietary ESG
analysis

Active ownership

What:

What:

No investment in any
company or property
generating significant share
of revenues (>5%) from
weapons, tobacco, adult
entertainment, gambling,
fossil fuel

•

•

No investment in any
company with any exposure
to controversial weapons

•

Annual portfolio
reconfirmation that our
holdings do not engage in
excluded sectors

•

What:

Alerts us of suspected breach of
international conventions and
norms on human rights, labor
standards, environment, health
& safety or bribery

•

Focus on most relevant and
material ESG risks and
opportunities in our markets

•

10 Red Flags section

•

Input for dialogue and
engagement

•

•

Provided by external research
partner

Input for dialogue and
engagement

•

Although not an explicit
investment criteria, our long-term
holdings (“Core”, “High Potential”)
usually consist of businesses that
have no red flags,
evidencing strong ESG features,
especially in terms of quality and
reputation of management and
owners

What:

•

Active ownership to add value
post investment

•

Communicate our views and
expectations as owner

•

Initiate engagement where
relevant
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Active ownership policy
Policy in a nutshell

The policy outlines the issues we address as owner

- Adrigo follows the same active ownership
and engagement policy as the East
Capital Group’s other fund strategies.

-

- The policy is reviewed and approved
annually by the Board of Directors.
- Defines our aim as owner: long-term,
active, responsible and commitment
to be aligned with UN PRI’s principles
and support internationally recognized
norms and conventions

treatment of shareholders
compliance with international conventions
insider trading
conflicts of interest
board of directors
shareholders’ meetings
management
capital issues
communication and disclosure practices
reporting and auditing
environmental issues
social issues
unethical business practices

- Describes our methods of engagement
with portfolio companies, proxy voting,
methods of influence
- Defines our engagement with other
stakeholders
- Policy available here
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Pillar
1

ESG Pillar 1: Negative Screening

Excluded sectors - criteria

Rationale and follow-up

Gambling

Tobacco

Alcohol

Maximum 5% of
revenue from
producing, selling,
distributing or
marketing gambling
products and services.

Maximum 5% of
revenue from
manufacturing
tobacco, recreational
cannabis and
electronic cigarettes or
such products or
whose primary activity
is to sell, distribute
and/or market the
above-mentioend

Maximum 5% of
revenue from
manufacturing
alcoholic beverages
OR the primary
activity is to sell,
distribute and/or
market alcoholic
beverages.

Weapons
No revenue related to
inhumane weapons OR
maximum 5% of
revenue from strategic
military sales or
producing firearms or
ammunition to
civilians, or where the
primary activity is to
sell, distribute and/or
market weapons.

Pornography
Maximum 5% of
revenue from
producing, selling,
distributing or
marketing adult
entertainment
products.



The sectors excluded are classified as being associated with
poor and/or detrimental social, ethical and/or environmental
values and contributions.



Adrigo has no holdings in companies with >5% exposure to
these sectors and businesses.



Adrigo has no holdings in any company with any exposure to
inhumane weapons.



Eligibility is done prior to investment and monitored
continuously by the portfolio managers.



Reconfirmation of the holdings is done by the investment
team on an annual basis, coordinated by East Capital Group’s
ESG team.



Negative exclusion applied to both short and long portfolios.

Fossil fuels
Maximum 5% of
revenue from the
extraction of fossil fuel
(coal, gas and oil), or
from producing, selling
or distributing coal
products.
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Pillar
2

ESG Pillar 2: Norm-based analysis

Companies’ responsibility beyond legal requirements
•

Companies have a responsibility to comply with international
norms even though they are not legally bound to

•

Holdings that are alleged to conduct business in a manner
contrary to well-established and generally agreed international
conventions and norms on ESG issues are highlighted and
monitored.
• This is facilitated by the Red Flag Analysis (Pillar 3) and
our external service providers’ reports
• Holdings are continuously monitored through GSS
(Global Screening System)

•

Adrigo vows to promote businesses who act accordingly with
the principles and encourage portfolio holdings to follow them

•

Adrigo uses Sustainalytics to monitor holdings and ensures that
principles regarding human rights, labour rights, environment,
and business ethics are followed

UN’s 10 Global Compact Principles
•

The Global Compact Principles were announced by the UN
Secretary-General at the WEF, Davos in 1999 to create
international principles for responsible business

•

The Principles cover Human Rights, Labour Standards,
Environment and Anticorruption

•

The Global Compact Principles is the world’s largest corporate
sustainability initiative
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Proprietary Red Flag Analysis

Pillar
3

ESG Pillar 3: ESG Integration

Our approach

10 critical ESG areas to focus on:

Adrigo’s own tool focuses on material ESG issues

– Production of a “Red Flag” score
– Covers international norms and standards
– The Red Flag Analysis assesses the following topics: Corporate
Governance quality of shareholders, of board of directors and of
management, sustainability report quality, extreme accounting
measures, dividend policy, shareholder consideration, and
controversies regarding ESG factors

– Usually requires dialogue with management
– Leverages our close contact to companies and “on the ground”
knowledge and network
– Helps us identify and drive engagement priorities in our role as
active shareholders
– Adrigo implements the Red Flag Analysis in all Long holdings
– No analysis in place yet for Short holdings.

A long position cannot have more
than 3 Red Flags, unless there are
documented specific reason to
accept higher risk level and
expectations of decreasing risk
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Practices
•

Frequent dialogue with companies with an average of 200+
company meetings per year

•

Process in place to identify ESG weaknesses and engage for
improvement for the long portfolio, with a specific focus on
the CORE holdings

•

Engagements are documented and managed using a thirdparty app, esgaia.

•

Engagements are reviewed during the East Capital Group’s
monthly IC meetings and part of the quarterly ESG report to
the board of East Capital Holding and related entities

•

No voting unless very specific reasons (as the long book is
used a collateral for the short book)

Pillar
4

ESG Pillar 4: Active Ownership

Why is active ownership important to Adrigo?

”By actively engaging with our holding companies, we
can enhance value creation for our long term holdings
and monitor social and environmental issues.
Our aim is to maximize shareholder value, and by
leveraging industry knowledge and our network in the
Nordics, we can for instance assist in appointing
suitable board members and encourage management
teams to generate superior operational performance
while simultaneously improving or maintaining a strong
ESG profile.”

Staffan Östlin

Johan Eriksson

CIO & Portfolio Manager

Portfolio Manager
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Results
-

SFDR classification
Adrigo Small & Midcap L/S ESG Dashboard
Engagement overview
Climate footprint
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SFDR related information
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 of 27 November 2019 on sustainability-related
disclosures in the financial services sector, as amended (SFDR) governs the
transparency requirements regarding the integration of sustainability risks into
investment decisions, the consideration of adverse sustainability impacts and the
disclosure of Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG) and sustainabilityrelated information.
Adrigo Small and Midcap L/S is classified as Article 8.
An Article 8 Fund under SFDR is defined as “a Fund which promotes, among
other characteristics, environmental or social characteristics, or a combination of
those characteristics, provided that the companies in which the investments are
made follow good governance practices.”
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ESG Dashboard
ESG-focus in our current holdings:
• 68% of the board members are
independant (INED)
• 29% of the board members are
women

Average
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

INED

Female Board
Members

Women in
Published
Senior
Sustainability
Management
Reports

• 24% of management are women
• 69% of our holdings have published
sustainability reports, some could be
improved
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Source: Adrigo Team

Engagement overview 2020-2021
Highlights
Participation in nomination
committees:

Engagement log - ESG Issues
35%

–

XMReality, Tech, Sweden

30%

–

Bioservo Technologies, Tech, Sweden

20%

25%
15%

Identification of 47 engagement ideas
with 29 portfolio holdings

10%
5%
0%

Letter sent to CEOs of all our portfolio
holdings (Long Book) outlining our
expectations as long term active
owner. Prioritized issues raise:
–

sustainability reporting (including
climate risks and impact on biodiversity)

–

Board composition (INED)

–

Gender diversity at board and
management level

Source: Adrigo Team
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Carbon footprint (1/2)

Source: S&P Trucost
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Carbon footprint (2/2)

Source: S&P Trucost
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Adrigo’s ESG resources
-

Team
Associations, Initiatives and pledges
East Capital Group’s ESG service providers
Participation in international investor-led initiatives
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Investment team and Group ESG team

Staffan Östlin
CIO & Portfolio Manager

Johan Eriksson
Portfolio Manager

Staffan has worked at Adrigo since 2017,
first as a Portfolio Manager, and was
promoted to CIO in 2019. He has a broad
investment and market expertise through his
more than three decades career in portfolio
management, equity research, and credit
strategy, as well as equity sales at leading
Swedish institutions such as Carnegie
Investment
Bank,
SEB
Enskilda
and
Handelsbanken in Stockholm and New York.
During the years 2006 until 2013, Staffan
ran his own business with investments and
corporate finance. Staffan’s most recent role
prior to joining Adrigo was Fund Manager of
Origo Quest 1, a hedge fund focusing on
Nordic Small & Midcap companies.

Johan joined Adrigo first as an Equity
Research Analyst early 2018 and was
promoted to Portfolio Manager in 2018. Prior
to joining Adrigo, Johan was a Portfolio
Manager at Swedia Capital. Swedia Capital is
a privately-held investment firm primarily
focusing on Swedish equities, both listed and
non-listed mature entities as well as laterstage venture investments. Johan has a
background from Deloitte where he worked
as
an
accounting
and
management
consultant. Johan earned a M.Sc. in Business
and Management from Uppsala University in
2015.

Karine Hirn

Chief Sustainability Officer
Based in Hong Kong
At East Capital since 1997
In industry since 1994

Paul Nissan

Analyst Sustainability
Based in Stockholm
At East Capital since 2017
In industry since 2016

External resources – East Capital Group
Service providers
ISS (Institutional Shareholders Services)
Online platform for facilitating proxy voting shareholders’ meetings. Used for sourcing upcoming
meeting agendas, forwarding voting instructions and tracking voting activity. Voting decisions and
instructions are managed in-house by East Capital and are not outsourced to ISS or any other third
party
Sustainalytics
Sustainalytics’ Global Standards Screening (GSS) assesses companies’ impact on stakeholders and the
extent to which a company causes, contributes or is linked to violations of international norms and
standards.
Esgaia. (formerly known as Acty)
Online platform that helps investors to monitor and manage their active ownership activities focusing
on company engagements.
Trucost
Trucost, part of S&P Global, assesses risks relating to climate change, natural resource constraints,
and broader environmental, social, and governance factors.
SASB Alliance
As a SASB Alliance User Member, we can integrate SASB data in our investment processes.
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Associations & initiatives – East Capital Group
Associations

PRI (Principles for Responsible Investment). Since October 2012
ACGA (Asian Corporate Governance Association). Since 2009
ALFI (Association of the Luxembourg Fund Industry). Member of
RI Market Intelligence & Outreach Working Group since 2016
API (leading association of minority investors for better Corporate
Governance in Russia). Active member since 2002 (on the Board
since 2010)
Fondbolagens förening (Swedish Investment Fund
Association). Member of Working Group for Corporate Governance
and Sustainability since 2011
IIGCC (Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change). Since
2020
Swesif (Swedish Forum for Sustainable Investments). Since 2020

Initiatives and Pledges

BICG (Baltic Institute of Corporate Governance). Presenter of ESG issues
in CG training programs for executives in the Baltics since 2009
CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project). Since 2014
Climate Action 100+. Co-lead investor for three Russian companies.
Since 2019
Climate Governance Initiative Russia. Since 2020
Climate Governance Initiative Poland. Since 2021
Financial Sector Commitment on Commodity-Driven
Deforestation. Since 2021
My Pledge. An initiative aimed at ensuring more diversity at public events
NZAM (Net Zero Asset Managers Initiative). Since 2021 (Espiria)
SISD (Swedish Investors for Sustainable Development). Formed in 2016
TCFD (Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures). Since 2019
Tobacco-Free Finance Pledge. Since 2018
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Participating in international investor-led initiatives
A selection of initiatives relevant to Adrigo and its investment universe (2020-21)
• Open letter to EU leaders ahead of the June 2020 European Council meeting demonstrating the readiness of the
investor community to offer their support to help the EU during Covid (CDP, IIGCC, PRI. 06/20)
• A letter sent to the European Commission, addressed to Vice-President Timmermans and Commissioner Simson, on the
development of a robust methane policy as part of the implementation of the Green Deal (IIGC, 05/20)
• An investor statement was signed in support of an effective, fair and equitable global vaccine response to
COVID-19 and sent to to the WHO, UK Government (host of G7), Italian Government (host of G20) and Norwegian
government (co-chair of ACT-Accelerator Facilitation Council) to ensure that G7 and G20 meetings about pandemic
response are informed by the call for action included in the investor statement (Access to Medicine Foundation, 03/21)
• 2021 Global Investor Statement to Governments on the Climate Crisis, calling on governments to strengthen their
2030 NDCs, commit to and execute a domestic mid-century net-zero emissions target, ensure Covid economic recovery
plans support the transition to net-zero emissions and enhance resilience, commit to implementing mandatory climate
risk disclosure requirements aligned with the TCFD (AIGCC, CDP, Ceres, IGCC, IIGCC, PRI, UNEP FI, 04/21)
• CDP Science-Based Targets Campaign, calling on the 1800 most impactful companies globally to set 1.5°C aligned
emissions reduction targets and achieve net-zero value chain emissions before 2050 (CDP, 05/21)
• Global Investor Statement “Where’s The Beef?” calling on G20 nations to improve disclosure on their targets for
emissions reduction in agriculture within or alongside their NDC commitments. (FAIRR Initiative, 09/21)
• EU Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) Statement of Support, which sets out six key aspects
among others: scope should be extended to include non-listed SMEs from high-risk sectors, supports the double
materiality and integrated reporting, welcome the single electronic reporting format (PRI, 09/21)
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Case studies
- Engagement case: Bioservo
- Company case: Urb-it
- Company case: Atlantic Sapphire
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Pillar
4

Company engagement case
Example of a successful
engagement related to
board diversity
Bioservo – Case Study
Adrigo discovered Bioservo in 2019. Bioservo is Sweden based and listed on Nasdaq First North
Growth market in 2017. The firm develops wearable muscle strengthening systems such as gloves
which help people with impaired hand function.
At the time of our investment, there was no female director on the Bioservo Board, and gender
diversity was identified as a key area of engagement as we believe it is an important feature for good
governance.
In 2020, Adrigo’s CIO Staffan Östlin was selected for the Nomination Committee of Bioservo. At the
time Adrigo owned 4.1% of Bioservo.
Leveraging our network and decades of investment experiences, we selected and proposed two
women with strong industry background and know-how. They were appointed at the 2021 AGM. The
share of women directors is now at an acceptable level of 33% - which is in line with our minimum
requirements. The board’s competence was also well complimented and reached new highs
https://www.bioservo.com/investor-relations/board
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Pillar
3

Case study: Urb-it

What is Urb-It?

Why urb-it?
Sustainable
As a certified B Corporation, sustainability is at the heart of urb-it’s business. The
green vehicle fleet ensures all last-mile deliveries are emission free

Urb-it is a Swedish company which offers sustainable end-to-end
and last-mile delivery services for e-commerce, retail and the ondemand market. The firm was established in 2014 in Stockholm,
listed on Nasdaq First North in 2017 and operates in France and
the UK.

Human

Their friendly and reliable Couriers are fundamental to urb-it’s business, united by
a shared belief in making our planet greener and safer

We first invested in 2020 and Adrigo is among the top 10 largest
shareholders. Our ESG analysis shows no red flags but has
identified two areas of improvement:
- Workers rights
- Low gender diversity in management

Reliable

Rush-hour traffic shouldn’t clog our cities. Urb-it has a 99% delivery success rate at
first attempt, delivering on foot, bike or cargo-bike

A typical urb-er

Powered by Tech

[Powered by innovative delivery technology, urb-it has cracked the code for
making consistent sustainable last-mile deliveries]

Further benefits


Reduces inner city car traffic



Replaces traditional transportation delivery methods with
zero-carbon solutions



Reduces transportation costs
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3

Case Study: Atlantic Sapphire

What is Atlantic Sapphire?
Atlantic Sapphire develops solutions for
responsibly grown sustainable salmon, and
transforms the industry with innovative
aquaculture.
We first invested in 2017. Our ESG analysis
shows no red flags. The company has a solid
corporate governance and strong ESG
reporting. Chairman and CEO combined role
is however not best practice.

What do they do for the environment


Reduces environmental footprints by offering a sustainable
alternative for high-quality protein



Challenges traditional salmon farming methods where a
responsible approach is taken – both from an ethical
perspectives where the salmons’ well-being is considered,
and environmentally (no impact on ocean)



Ensures a highly integrated value chain where all steps of the
farming process are monitored and optimized so that nothing
goes to waste

Atlantic Sapphire’s Integrated Value Chain
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Additional information
- Acting responsibly
- East Capital Group’s PRI results
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Acting responsibly

SOS Children’s Villages is one of the organisations East
Capital Group is actively supporting and has been a proud
partner of the SOS Children’s Village in Keila, Estonia, since
2007.

Solar panels installed by Rensource at Sabon Gari Market in
Kano, Nigeria’s second largest city. TRINE is bringing
finance to local solar entrepreneurs in emerging countries,
such as Rensource.

Investing in the community

Climate neutral company since 2012

Our social contributions within our markets are
primarily focused on helping children and young
people to ensure a better future. We prefer to
build long term relationships and we actively
ensure that any initiative that we support is
efficiently run with lasting positive effects that
are congruent with the aim of our support.

Implementing measures to reduce our greenhouse
gas emissions and offset emissions by carbon
credits in projects that create renewable energy or
have other positive sustainability effects, such as
TRINE, bringing finance to solar entrepreneurs in
emerging nations. East Capital Group offset a total
of 165 tons CO2, twice our actual generated
emissions in 2020.

East Capital Group’s PRI results
Strategy & Governance:
A+ for the fourth year
in a row
Listed Equity
incorporation: A+ for
the fourth year in a row
Listed Equity- Active
Ownership: A for the
fourth year in a row

Latest results (Adrigo included in 2021 report)

Strategy &
Governance

Listed EquityIncorporation

A+

A+

Engagements: ranked
A+ for the third year in
a row

Listed EquityActive
Ownership

A

Engagements

A+
Source: PRI Assessment Report 2020
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Information
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information in this document, but it may be based on
unaudited or unverified figures or sources. The information in this document should not be used as the sole basis for an
investment. East Capital Group’s services and investment products may not be available to all people in all jurisdictions.
East Capital Group’s services and investment products may not be offered, sold or distributed in any country unless such
offer, sale or distribution is made in accordance with local registrations or any applicable exemptions from any
registration requirements provided by the local laws and regulations.
Information about our services, investment products, prospectuses, financial reports, distributors and where the funds
are registered for sale can be obtained at our websites www.eastcapital.com, www.espiria.se, www.adrigo.se.
Investment in funds always involves some kind of risk. Past performance is no guarantee for future performance. Fund
units may go up or down in value and may be affected by changes in exchange rates. Investors may not get back the
amount invested. As East Capital Group invests in foreign markets, currency fluctuations can affect the funds’ values.
This communication has been issued/distributed by East Capital (Dubai) Limited, regulated by the Dubai Financial
Services Authority. The information contained in this communication is intended for Professional Investors only, and no
other persons should act upon it.
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Thank you!

